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If performing the ceremony. I will have the setup installed before guests arrive. 30 min before the ceremony,
background music will begin. More traditional wedding songs will play as time gets closer to beginning. The
bride can pick her own custom songs or use our standard traditional wedding playlist. If needed, we will supply
the officiant with either a handheld mic, a lapel mic or an over the head mic on stand to capture everything.
Music will continue to play until the last guests have left the area.
For the reception, the DJ acts as the host. It is my job to make sure the event goes smoothly with no problems.
After years of wedding experience. I have adapted a schedule for the reception that works perfectly.
A number of your guests will want to leave as soon as they can after dinner. Because of this, it is important
to get through the traditional events in a timely matter.
After the guests arrive. This time is where the most delay happens. Either pictures go long or travel from
the wedding location takes longer. During this time I play instrumental and songs that have to do with
weddings, marriage & love. It you would like something specific or added please let me know.
Once the wedding party has arrived. You will assemble in an outside area where I can line the wedding party up
for their entrance of arrival. Usually one or more songs can be played for their entrance. After you make it to
your table. We play a few songs to let you settle and speak to anyone that wants to talk to you. This allows the
food to be ready for serving or prepped for the buffet. It is optional for a blessing before we call dinner.
Depending on how many guests, the average time of dinner is usually 25 minutes or 15 minutes after last
table is served. It is customary for the wedding couple to make their rounds to the tables to individually thank
their guests. At this time the bride & groom will take the floor for their first dance. We will go through all dances
you specify with the exception of the farewell dance. Guest will be allowed to join after half the song is played
on each dance.
After the First Dance, Father/Daughter & Mother/Groom dance. I will make a small speech to set up the toasts.
Each toaster will have a wireless mic to say their speeches.
We will immediately go to the cake cutting. This event tends to run long because of the setup and distribution
of the cake to the guests. We will play a few songs while everyone enjoys dessert. After a few songs I will set
up the garter and bouquet toss. You want as many people in this event as possible so it is best to do it before
any guests thinks of leaving after cake. Both Men and Women are called to the floor at once on both sides of the
sitting bride. The garter will go first, then the bouquet second. After this event, will be any other family traditions
that need to happen.
This should take half of your reception time up leaving more time for dancing and mingling.
Guest are already standing from the tosses so it is easier to keep them their dancing.

